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[The various regional organizations need to do more to integrate
environment fully in their goals and activities. New regional arrange-
ments will especially be needed among developing countries to deal with
transboundary environmental issues.

—The Brundtland Report

INTRODUCTION

As a lawyer actively trying to find theoretically sound and practically
effective ways to develop the public international law of environmental protec-
tion,2 I found Professor Weiler’s impressive analysis of the developments in
the European Community legal order encouraging.3 The developments Weiler
explores point the way toward overcoming the limitations of traditional interna-
tional legal approaches to environmental regulation. Weiler’s discussion creates
a solid foundation for this Comment’s exploration of how Community environ-
mental law can serve as a model for the rest of the international community
with respect to its evolution, its legal nature, and the extent to which it provides
participation rights for nonstate actors in the international community.

In Part I of this Comment, I show how Community environmental law
generally developed according to the periodic evolution Weiler describes in his
article. I will argue that this evolution of a working system of environmental
protection involving twelve states suggests how international environmental law
might develop in other regions and globally. In Part II, I discuss Community
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environmental legislation's legal nature. Unlike Professor Weiler, I believe that this legislation is a regional manifestation of international law, and thus a relevant and appropriate model for the development of international rules regionally and globally. Finally, in Part III, I assert that the participation of nonstate actors, including environmental interest groups, in the Community legal order suggests one way in which traditional international environmental law could become more effective and legitimate.

I. THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Professor Weiler identifies three periods in the development of the Community legal order: a Foundational Period, from 1958 to the mid-1970's; a Mutational Period, from 1973 to the mid-1980's; and the Single European Act Period, from the mid-1980's onwards.4 The development of Community environmental law closely follows this periodic development. However, given the absence of any express provision concerning environmental protection in the Treaty of Rome,5 environmental issues were not themselves the driving force behind the developments during the Foundational Period.

Community environmental law came into its own during the Mutational Period. Although there had been a few, isolated acts of secondary legislation with environmental implications in the earlier Foundational Period,6 the 1972 United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm7 was a major catalyst for the development of Community environmental law. This Conference led directly to Community consideration of environmental matters and an October 1972 Declaration on the Environment by the heads of state and governments of the then nine Community members.8 The Community adopted its first Action Programme on the Environment in early 1973.9

By 1987, when the Single European Act amendments to the Treaty of Rome10 came into effect, the Community had already adopted more than 150 acts of secondary environmental legislation;11 and it was into its third Action
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Programme on the Environment. Between 1973 and 1987, the Community adopted an extensive body of substantive environmental rules covering water, air, and noise quality, the control and management of waste and hazardous substances, and the protection of flora, fauna, and countryside. It also introduced various environmental protection procedures, including environmental impact assessments and mandatory notification to the Commission of certain environmentally harmful activities. The Community also signed a number of international environmental treaties during this period, and its approach to the development of regional rules of environmental protection began attracting the rest of the international community's interest.

Community environmental law during this period was largely motivated by a desire to remove nontariff barriers to intra-Community trade by harmonizing member states’ environmental laws. It was thus rooted clearly within the original intent of the Treaty of Rome to regulate trade and competition, rather than to regulate environmental protection as an end in itself. By 1985, however, with a large body of Community environmental rules already adopted, the European Court held that, even absent express reference in the Treaty of Rome, the protection of the environment was one of the Community’s “essential objectives” justifying certain limitations on the principle of free movement of goods. The Court stressed that these limitations must not “go beyond the inevitable restrictions which are justified by the pursuit of the objective of environmental protection.” The SEA completed the establishment of environmental protection as an express end in itself.

The development of Community environmental law in this period reflects the process of mutation Professor Weiler describes as “expansion”—in which the original legislation of the Community ‘breaks’ jurisdictional limits—rather than “extension,” “absorption,” or “incorporation.” However, the legal
basis for the explosion of environmental legislation between 1973 and 1987 was not only Article 235, as Professor Weiler asserts, but also Article 100.

Environmental legislation's rapid expansion supports Weiler's general thesis that, in this period, "the principle of enumerated powers as a constraint on Community material jurisdiction (absent Treaty revision) substantially eroded and in practice virtually disappeared." Contrary to Weiler's general assertion, however, in the environmental field the process did not go "largely unnoticed when it occurred"; rather, it resulted from the direct and express will of all the member states, as manifested in comprehensive Action Programmes on the Environment, from which no member state dissented. Nonetheless, with regard to environmental law, Professor Weiler is undoubtedly correct that "its far-reaching consequences and significance were not appreciated at the time."

Only very recently have some member states felt the consequences of much of the environmental legislation adopted in this Mutational Period. In the late 1970's and early 1980's, the legislative momentum developed a life of its own. It became politically impossible to oppose legislative expansion into other areas, such as environmental impact assessment, to ensure the effective application of the earlier environmental legislation.

Significantly, much of the legislation adopted in the Mutational Period, usually in the form of Directives, mandated neither implementation into national law nor compliance with its provisions until very much later. Thus, some member states, like the United Kingdom, could support Community environmental legislation, that did not impose significant short-term costs and was supported domestically, without looking to the long-term costs. In this context, the Community was seen "more as an instrument in the hands of the govern-
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ments than as a usurping power.” Consequently, in certain areas, including water quality, the Community adopted Directives establishing standards of protection which were relatively high compared to then-existing standards in some member states. Only now are these decisions returning to haunt these member states.

Therefore, despite the fact that perceptions of the importance of environmental protection differed greatly among the member states, some of whom were actively trying to hold back the tide, Community environmental law continued to grow as member states negotiated the SEA. The changes the SEA implemented simply added to the momentum of, until then, a relatively discrete area of Community policy. The SEA transformed the somewhat marginal body of environmental policy and law into one of central importance, bringing environmental considerations to bear in previously unimaginable ways on areas of the law including corporations, tax, financial services, broadcasting, and civil procedure.

The SEA’s addition of Title VII, on “Environment,” to the Treaty of Rome went beyond mere codification of environmental law. Title VII established a formal and express legal basis for the future development of Community environmental law, effectively bringing all Community activities within the scope of environmental lawmaking. The Treaty now provides that Community action shall be preventive, that environmental damage should as a priority be rectified at its source, that the polluter should pay for damage, and that the Community may participate in international environmental agreements. Under this title, all action is to be taken by the Council acting unanimously, unless otherwise agreed by the Council. Significantly, where measures are
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taken under Title VII, member states may maintain or introduce "more stringent protective measures compatible with this Treaty." 38

The Title VII change gives environmental policy a formal and express status, as well as greater centrality, in the Community order. The Commission, and in particular Directorate General XI (DG XI), which is responsible for environmental policy, now occupies a central and powerful position. DG XI has taken a leading role in setting an ambitious environmental agenda for the next decade, contributing to the "eruption of significant proportions" to which Professor Weiler refers. 39

Since 1987, environmental legislation in the Community has become ever more ambitious. One of the SEA's most significant effects has been to encourage the extension of environmental lawmaking into new substantive areas. For example, the Community has passed legislation prohibiting television advertisements which encourage behavior prejudicial to the protection of the environment, 40 proposed legislation on eco-labelling 41 and on civil liability for waste, 42 and considered strategies for corporate environmental audits, environmental taxes, and other fiscal measures. 43

The SEA has also led to significant changes in Community institutions. The Community has adopted legislation establishing a European Environment Agency and an environmental monitoring and observation network. 44 The Commission has also sought to improve public access to environmental policy decisionmaking by promulgating a Directive on Freedom of Access to Environmental Information 45 and establishing a working group to study the harmonization of citizen suit provisions in member states' environmental laws. 46

However, even after the SEA came into force, environmental lawmaking under Title VII still required unanimous voting, resulting in protracted negotiations and watered down provisions. 47 Moreover, as the Commission became increasingly ambitious in its environmental program, particularly enforcement
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measures, the legislative process slowed down even further as some member states sought to limit the adoption of expensive environmental legislation.\textsuperscript{48} The new Article 100A provides a means to overcome this institutional foot-dragging. For measures “which have as their object the establishment and functioning of the internal market,” Article 100A allows qualified majority voting, rather than unanimous voting.\textsuperscript{49} Furthermore, it assures that those measures which relate to the environment “will take as a base a high level of [environmental] protection.”\textsuperscript{50} The combination of these two provisions in Article 100A creates, for the first time in the Community’s history, the possibility of adopting environmental legislation under qualified majority voting.\textsuperscript{51}

In this context, it is not surprising that, in September 1989, the Commission proposed that the Directive on Civil Liability for Waste be based on Article 100A, which is primarily concerned with removing barriers to trade, in spite of the Directive’s clear environmental objectives.\textsuperscript{52} This decision placed the Commission in direct confrontation with a number of member states\textsuperscript{53} as well as the Economic and Social Committee, all of which considered the Directive to be more properly based on Article 130S.\textsuperscript{54} This conflict heralds a new round of wrangling in the environmental field, focused on the constitutional basis for environmental measures, and presents further obstacles to the progress of the Commission’s legislative agenda.

Professor Weiler’s piece provides a helpful approach for understanding the evolution of Community environmental law and, in particular, the “expansion” into areas for which the original Treaty of Rome did not provide. This “expansion” is mirrored in traditional areas of international law, including economic activities such as international trade and development lending.\textsuperscript{55} I turn now
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to consider whether Community environmental law is a part of the broader international legal order, with a view to judging the extent to which Community environmental law and its evolution provide a useful model of environmental protection for the rest of the international community.

II. COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AS INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Professor Weiler is concerned with distinguishing the Community legal order from its parent, the traditional public international legal order. Early on, he writes that “the Community’s ‘operating system’ is no longer governed by general principles of public international law, but by a specified interstate governmental structure defined by a constitutional charter and in constitutional principles.”

Characterizing the Community legal order correctly is an important task for at least two reasons. First, Community environmental law is the only reasonably comprehensive and effective international (albeit regional) model available to the rest of the international community as it attempts to legislate international environmental law on a global and regional basis. Second, the Community has itself become an important actor in international environmental lawmaking, forcing important procedural mutations that may enable other regional groupings to participate more effectively in international fora.

The need to develop international environmental law is now a major preoccupation of the international community. A twenty-year review of the 1972 Stockholm Conference is due to take place in Brazil at the June 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development. Significantly, Community environmental law, one of the most tangible consequences of the 1972 Stockholm Conference, has become a “role model” for participants at next year’s Brazil Conference. The question is how “international,” and how appropriate, is the Community model?

The Community legal order, including its environmental law, remains a part of the old order of public international law from which it grew. Its approach is rooted in an international agreement, the Treaty of Rome, whose validity and
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effect continue to be governed by traditional rules of international law. In the case of *Van Gend en Loos*, the European Court called the Community "a new legal order of international law." As such, the Community joins other specialized legal orders of international law, such as the European Convention of Human Rights’ regional human rights law and the international administrative law that international administrative tribunals apply.

The Community legal order is innovative, however, and it has significantly moved the "goalpost" of traditional international law. It extends the scope of possibilities available under international law. One important achievement is the wholesale change in our perceptions of how international law can work as a dynamic and effective force. The Community legal order has done so most notably by granting to nonstate actors rights that they can enforce before national courts and the European Court of Justice, by applying the doctrines of direct effect, supremacy, and implied powers, and by instituting a decisionmaking process based on qualified majority, rather than unanimous, voting. While, as Professor Weiler recognizes, each of these doctrines existed under traditional international law, the Community legal system and the European Court have given them flesh.

For reasons that are not altogether clear, Professor Weiler wishes to downplay, even deny, the traditional international legal character of Community law. For example, he asserts that the "juridical conclusion is that unilateral withdrawal is illegal," a proposition which is not universally supported by traditional international legal canons. If by "unilateral withdrawal" he means a member state's freedom to withdraw without complying with any Community and international legal formalities of withdrawal, then of course he is right. But if he means that, subject to compliance with these formalities, an individual member state categorically cannot unilaterally withdraw, then he is wrong. Although the Treaty of Rome is silent on the question of withdrawal, it, like other international agreements, is subject to the principles of withdrawal set out in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, which allow for unilateral withdrawal absent an express contrary treaty provision. In the final analysis, the question of withdrawal would turn on political and economic, and not legal
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considerations, as Professor Weiler notes.67 Weiler cannot ignore the legal reality of the possibility of withdrawal in order to support his particular characterization of the Community legal order.

Professor Weiler describes the Community legal order as “a truly self-contained legal regime with no recourse to the mechanism of state responsibility, at least as traditionally understood, and therefore to reciprocity and countermeasures, even in the face of actual or potential failure.”68 Whether one believes that state responsibility is a substantive rule of international law69 or simply “a general term for all the consequences of wrongdoing,”70 it exists in the Community legal order as in any other discrete international legal order. Neither application of Community law in the national courts nor recourse to Article 177 can force a member state to remedy a breach of the Treaty of Rome. Rather, recourse to Articles 169 and 170, which give the European Court of Justice jurisdiction over alleged wrongdoing and breaches of the Treaty of Rome by member states, will provide, at a minimum, attempts at remedies. The European Court has compulsory jurisdiction, and its powers under Articles 169 to 172 in contentious proceedings involving issues of state responsibility are similar to those of the International Court of Justice.

The Community legal order differs from general international law in that the Community allows nonstate actors to trigger action by an independent international actor (the Commission) which then alleges the breach of an international legal obligation (a Community law) before the compulsory jurisdiction of an international court (the European Court). Despite this procedure’s weaknesses, which Professor Weiler highlights,71 it is unique both in its scope and in bringing into the enforcement process members of the international community other than states.

The Community legal order is an important step in the progressive development of international law. It builds upon the historic foundations of traditional international law. As such, the Community’s rules on environmental protection constitute a part of international environmental law and can contribute to its progressive development, whether in the Caribbean, the South Pacific, the Americas, or globally.

67. Weiler, supra note 3, at 2412.
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III. COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY: THE ROLE OF ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS

Space limitations prevent me from considering all of Professor Weiler's important discussion of legitimacy and the Community's democratic deficit. Therefore, I will concentrate on Weiler's observation that the participation of interest groups in the Community lawmaking process is one of the indicia of the system's legitimacy. In this way, the Community legal order has significantly expanded the participation rights of nonstate members of the international community in the international legal process.

Professor Weiler observes that the "expansion" of Community legislation into fields such as environmental protection during the Mutational Period "had the effect of squeezing out interest groups representing varying social interests which had been integrated to one degree or another into national policymaking processes."

Pressure groups—or "common interest groups," in Community parlance—and other interested nonstate actors have long been involved in Community environmental law and policy. Even prior to the SEA, Brussels was home to a number of national, regional, and international environmental groups. The legislative lobbying process in which they were involved became increasingly sophisticated by the late 1980's, focusing on the Commission, the Parliament, and individual member states. At this time, environmental groups also became involved in the enforcement process, often notifying the Commission and other member states of breaches of environmental laws. The SEA then transformed the Community into a "necessary, legitimate, and at times effective locus for direct constituency appeal," often replacing the individual member states as the focus of lobbying efforts.

In response to the SEA, the lobbying process has become ever more sophisticated, with groups such as Greenpeace International establishing specialized, Brussels-based units to focus exclusively on influencing the Community's legislative and decisionmaking process. The lobbying process seeks to influence not only legislation and decisionmaking under the jurisdiction of DG XI, but
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any legislation on matters of environmental significance, including agriculture, energy, transportation, and fisheries.

Environmental groups have played a major role in integrating environmental considerations into all areas of Community activity. The lobbying process has already achieved significant results, such as the European Parliament’s amendment of the Broadcasting Directive to prohibit advertisements which encourage behavior prejudicial to the protection of the environment. Moreover, the Commission is receptive to legislative suggestions from environmental groups. In July of 1990, it responded to the recommendations of a meeting of academic and environmental group lawyers by establishing a working group on the harmonization of citizen suit provisions in member states’ environmental laws. This move was only a precursor to yet wider formal involvement of environmental groups.

Particularly in the enforcement of Community environmental law, the environmental groups are breaking new ground. They have a variety of tools to aid enforcement, including notification of breaches to the Commission, formal written complaints of breaches, legal proceedings in national courts based upon causes of action founded upon Community environmental law, and use of Article 177 to enforce Community environmental objectives. None of these methods is generally available to nonstate actors under traditional international environmental law, supporting Professor Weiler’s view that the Community legal order’s enforcement and compliance procedures “represent[] a quantitative change of such a magnitude that it is qualitative in nature.”

**CONCLUSION**

European Community environmental law represents the first attempt of any region in the international community to legislate widely on transboundary environmental issues. In seizing jurisdiction over the internal affairs of member states by regulating environmental matters which do not raise prima facie transboundary issues, Community environmental law goes even further. It effectively says that the member states of the Community share a single, indivisible environment.

---
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81. See, e.g., Case 187/87, Saarland v. Minister for Indus., Post and Telecommunications and Tourism, 1988 E.C.R. 5013 (environmental groups in Moselle Valley relied on Article 37 Euratom in Article 150 Euratom (analog to Article 177 in Treaty of Rome) reference to obtain judgment from French court regarding dispute over disposal of nuclear power plant radioactive waste).
82. Weiler, supra note 3, at 2418.
Although Community environmental law may still rightly be criticized for establishing weak standards in certain areas, it is unmatched as a manifestation of international law in both its substantive and procedural content and in bringing a wide spectrum of the international community into the international legal process. Professor Weiler’s discussion of Community law contributes significantly to our understanding of how this legal system took shape, despite the absence of express provisions in the Treaty of Rome, and suggests some of the ways in which it could further evolve. Weiler’s analysis also highlights the central role Community law can play in influencing the development of international environmental law in other regions and globally.